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Hintergrund: Spinale Muskelatrophie (SMA) ist eine genetisch-bedingte
Erkrankung, die autosomal rezessiv vererbt wird. SMA-Patient*innen werden
je nach Erkrankungsalter, erreichten motorischen Fähigkeiten und
Lebenserwartung in Typ 1 (die schwerwiegendste Form) bis Typ 4 eingeteilt.
Bis vor kurzem war die einzige verfügbare Behandlung „Best Supportive
Care“. Seit 2017 sind drei Medikamente von der FDA und EMA zur
Behandlung von SMA-Patient*innen zugelassen: Nusinersen/ Spinraza®,
Onasemnogen-Abeparvovec/ Zolgensma®, und Risdiplam/ Evrysdi®.
Nusinersen und Risdiplam wurden jeweils auf der Grundlage von zwei
Zulassungsstudien zugelassen; Onasemnogen-Abeparvovec hat eine
Marktzulassung basierend auf drei Zulassungsstudien erhalten.

SMA: genetische
Erkrankung

Die Ergebnisse der Zulassungsstudien zeigten klinisch relevante
Verbesserungen der motorischen Fähigkeiten bei SMA Typ 1 Patient*innen,
insbesondere bei Patient*innen mit frühem Behandlungsbeginn, sowie eine
Stabilisierung des Gesundheitszustands bei SMA Typ 2 bis 4 Patient*innen.
Während sich die motorischen Fähigkeiten bei SMA Typ 1 Patient*innen
verbesserten, wurden keine Veränderungen (manchmal sogar einige
Verschlechterungen) beim Bedarf an Atem- und Ernährungsunterstützung
beobachtet.

SMA1: Ergebnisse der
Zulassungsstudien:

Ziel des vorliegenden Berichts ist es, die Evidenz zur mittel- und langfristigen
(≥ 12 Monate) Follow-Up der zugelassenen Medikamente als Monotherapien
oder als Kombinationstherapien zusammenzufassen. Das Ziel war es,
einerseits die Endpunkte und die zu ihrer Messung verwendeten
Instrumente, andererseits die berichteten Ergebnisse zu den gemessenen
Endpunkten zusammenzufassen.
Methoden: Im Juni 2021 wurde eine systematische Literatursuche
durchgeführt. Es folgte eine Bewertung der ausgewählten Publikationen in
Bezug auf interne Validität und Verzerrungsrisiko und die entsprechenden
Daten wurden in standardisierte Datenextraktionstabellen überführt.
Aufgrund der Heterogenität der Studien wurde keine quantitative Synthese
durchgeführt.

SMA Typ 1-4
3 Medikamente
zugelassen
(Spinraza®,
Zolgensma®,Evrysdi®)

Verbesserung bei
motorischen
Fähigkeiten, keine
Veränderung bei
Beatmung und
Ernährung
Forschungsfragen:
Endpunkte und deren
Messung,
Ergebnisse zu
Endpunkten ≥ 12
Monaten
systematische
Literatursuche
qualitative Synthese

Ergebnisse: In den meisten Studien wurden die Ergebnisse der SMA Typ 1
Patient*innen mit HINE-2 und CHOP INTEND, und bei SMA Typ 2 bis 4
Patient*innen mit HFSME, RULM und 6MWT gemessen. Für jedes dieser
Instrumente wurde eine validierte MCID definiert. Nur wenige Studien
verwendeten andere Instrumente wie MFM oder MRC ohne MCID.

Endpunkte und deren
Messung

Zur Analyse der mittel- und langfristigen Ergebnisse wurden 22
Beobachtungsstudien eingeschlossen. Diese berichteten über 840 SMA
Patient*innen, von denen 289 SMA Typ 1 und 521 SMA Typ 2 Patient*innen
mit Nusinersen behandelt wurden, nur 12 SMA Typ 1 Patient*innen
erhielten Onasemnogen-Abeparvovec, und 18 SMA Typ 1 Patient*innen
wurde eine Kombinationstherapie verabreicht.

mittel-langfristige
Ergebnisse: 22
Beobachtungsstudien
mit insg. 840 Pts.
eingeschlossen

Ergebnisse der SMA Typ 1 Patient*innen, die mit Nusinersen behandelt
wurden (n=225): es starben neun Patient*innen, sechs brachen wegen
fehlender Verbesserung ab und 35 Patient*innen konnten nicht
nachbeobachtet werden. Für die Kinder, die nachbeobachtet werden konnten,
fehlten viele Daten. Alle Patient*innen, bei denen CHOP INTEND gemessen

SMA1: Ergebnisse der
Nusinersen Studien

wurde, erreichten den MCID. Bei HINE-2 erreichten weniger Patient*innen
(67-100 %) den MCID.
SMA1:
Ergebnisse der
OnasemnogenAbeparvovec Studien
und
KombinationstherapieStudien

Bei SMA Typ 1 Patient*innen, die mit Onasemnogen-Abeparvovec behandelt
wurden (n=12): 75% erreichten eine Sitzdauer ≥30 Sekunden und 17 %
konnten ohne Unterstützung stehen. Alle 18 Patient*innen (100%), die mit
einer Kombinationstherapie (Onasemnogen-Abeparvovec und Nusinersen)
behandelt wurden, erreichten den MCID bei CHOP INTEND, aber nur 40 %
erreichten den MCID bei HINE-2. 40% erreichten die Fähigkeit ohne
Unterstützung zu sitzen und 20% konnten den Kopf halten oder konnten
stehen.

SMA2-4:
Ergebnisse der
Nusinersen Studien

Ergebnisse der SMA Typ 2 bis 4 Patient*innen, die mit Nusinersen behandelt
wurden (n=341): ein/e Patient*in verstarb, und neun brachen die Therapie
ab wegen fehlender Verbesserung. Die Patient*innen mit späterem
Krankheitsbeginn erreichten eine Stabilisierung oder eventuell kleine
Verbesserungen (meist unter des MICD bei HFSME und bei RULM), aber
auch einige Verschlechterungen wurden beobachtet.

alle SMA Typen, alle
Medikamente: keine
Verbesserungen bei
Beatmung und
Ernährung

In allen Patient*innengruppen, unabhängig vom SMA Typ und dem
verwendeten Medikament, wurden keine signifikanten Verbesserungen (aber
in einigen Fällen jedoch eine Verschlechterung) beim Bedarf an Atem- oder
Ernährungsunterstützung berichtet.

unerwünschte
Ereignisse:
sehr häufig

Unerwünschte Ereignisse traten in allen Studien (in fast 100 % der
Patient*innen), die darüber berichteten, häufig auf, sei es mit Nusinersen
oder mit Onasemnogen-Abeparvovec.

mittel-fristige
Ergebnisse
unterstützen die
Ergebnisse der
Zulassungsstudien,
keine Langzeit-Daten,
kaum unabhängige
Studien

Schlussfolgerungen: Die mittelfristigen Ergebnisse unterstützen die
Ergebnisse der Zulassungsstudien Es liegen noch keine von unabhängigen
Klinikern veröffentlichten Langzeitdaten vor, und es bleiben noch viele
offene Fragen. Dennoch zeigen die vorliegenden klinischen Daten, dass eine
frühzeitige Behandlung bei (prä-)symptomatischen Kindern mit mindestens
zwei SMN2-Kopien und ohne Notwendigkeit einer Atemunterstützung zu
den besten Ergebnissen zu führen scheint.

Background: Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an autosomal recessive
genetic disease. According to age of onset, achieved motor abilities, and life
span, SMA patients are classified into type 1 (most severe) to type 4. Until
recently, the only treatment was best supportive care. Since 2017, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
have approved three drugs for the treatment of SMA: nusinersen/ Spinraza®,
onasemnogene abeparvovec/ Zolgensma®, and risdiplam/ Evrysdi®. The
approval was based on two pivotal trials each for nusinersen and risdiplam
and on three pivotal trials for onasemnogene abeparvovec.

SMA: genetic disease
SMA type 1 – 4

Results of the pivotal trials showed clinically meaningful improvements
(MCID) in motor skills in SMA type 1 (especially those with early treatment
initiation and ≥2 SMN2 copies), as well as a stabilisation of health status in
SMA type 2 to 4 patients. In SMA type 1 patients, while motor skills improved,
no changes (sometimes even a deterioration) in the need for ventilation and
nutritional support could be observed.

pivotal trials:
improvement in motor
skills, no change in the
need for ventilation
and nutrition support

The present report aims to synthesize the evidence on mid- and long-term (≥
12 months) follow-up of the approved drugs as monotherapies or as
combination therapies. We aimed to present, on the one hand, which
endpoints and with which instruments were measured in studies, on the other
hand, the reported results on the measured endpoints.

research questions:
endpoints and
instruments,
results on the
measured endpoints

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted in June 2021. The
selected publications were assessed for internal validity and risk of bias and
respective data were extracted into standardised data extraction tables. No
quantitative analysis of outcomes was performed due to the heterogeneity of
the studies.

systematic literature
search,
qualitative synthesis

Results: Most studies measured the outcomes of SMA type 1 patients with
HINE-2 and CHOP INTEND, while SMA type 2 to 4 patients were measured
with HFSME, RULM and 6MWT. For each of these instruments a validated
MCID is defined. Only a few studies used different instruments such as MFM
or MRC without MCID.

measured endpoints
and instruments

Twenty-two observational studies were included for analysing mid- and longterm outcomes. The included studies reported on 840 SMA patients, of which
289 SMA type 1 patients and 521 SMA type 2 to 4 patients were treated with
nusinersen, only 12 SMA type 1 patients with onasemnogene abeparvovec and
18 SMA type 1 patients received a combination therapy.

for mid-and long-term
outcomes: 22
observational studies
with 840 pts included

SMA type 1 patients treated with nusinersen (n=225): nine patients died
despite therapy, six withdrew due to lack of improvement and 35 patients
were lost to follow-up. For those children that could be followed-up many data
were lacking. All patients in whom CHOP INTEND was measured reached
the MCID. On HINE-2 fewer patients (67-100 %) reached the MCID.

SMA type 1 pts treated
with nusinersen

SMA type 1 patients treated with onasemnogene abeparvovec (n=12): 75%
achieved sitting (≥30 s) and 17% standing without support. All patients
(n=18) treated with a combination of onasemnogene abeparvovec and
nusinersen reached the MCID on CHOP INTEND, but only 40 % reached
the MCID on HINE-2. 40% learned to sit without support and 20% could
control the head or stand.

SMA type 1 pts treated
with onasemnogene
abeparvovec or
combination therapy

3 approved therapies:
Spinraza®,
Zolgensma®,Evrysdi®

SMA type 2-4 pts
treated with
nusinersen

SMA type 2 to 4 patients (n=341) treated with nusinersen: one patient died
and nine withdrew due to lack of improvement. Patients achieved a
stabilisation or eventually small improvements (mostly below the MCID on
HFSME and on RULM), but also some deterioration occurred.

all SMA types, all
treatments

In all patient groups, independent of the type of SMA and the drug used, no
significant improvements (but in some cases worsening) were reported for the
need of respiratory or nutritional support.

adverse events: very
frequent

Adverse events were common in all studies (nearly 100 % of patients) that
reported on it, be it with nusinersen or with onasemnogene abeparvovec.

findings of the pivotal
trials supported by the
mid-term outcomes
long-term data and
independent studies
lacking

Conclusions: The mid-term outcomes support the findings of the pivotal
trials. Long-term data published by independent clinicians are not available
yet and many open questions remain. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that
early treatment in (pre-) symptomatic children, with at least two SMN2 copies
and no need for pulmonary support seems to lead to the best outcomes.

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an autosomal recessive genetic disease.
Patients suffering from SMA have an altered SMN1 gene (SMN = survival
motor neuron) or it is missing completely. According to age of onset, achieved
motor abilities, and life span, SMA patients are classified into type 1 (never
sit), 2 (never walk unaided), 3 (walk assisted) or 4 (walk unaided) (see Table
1-1). This gene is responsible for the production of the SMN protein, which is
responsible for the function or maintenance of the motor neurons. If the
defect is present, the motor neurons (nerve cells responsible for motor
function) die off, resulting in a lack of muscle control and progressive muscle
atrophy. The death of the nerve cells means that impulses are not transmitted
to the muscles. If cranial nerves are affected, swallowing, chewing and
speaking functions are also restricted. SMA is a rare disease (1/10,000 births)
[1].

SMA: autosomal
rezessive genetische
Erkrankung verursacht
durch Mutation am
SMN1 Gen

Patients with SMA lack the SMN1 gene, while the SMN2 (a homologous copy
of SMN1) gene exists, resulting in most cases in a short SMN protein that
does not function as well as a full-length protein. SMN2 is considered to be
the most important phenotypic modifier of the disease. Determination of
SMN2 copy number is essential to establish careful genotype–phenotype
correlations, predict disease evolution, and to stratify patients for clinical
trials [2].

SMN2 (= Kopie von
SMN1):
Modifier für Phänotyp

Absterben der
Motorneuronen
SMA Typ 1-4

Table 1-1: Clinical classification of spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) [3] schwerste Form SMA1

An analysis of genetically confirmed SMA patients classified by clinical
criteria (age of disease onset, highest achieved motor milestones, and
evolution of the disease) and the correlation between with the determined
SMN2 copy number allows quantitative estimates of the probability of
developing a particular SMA type as a function of SMN2 copy number (see
Table 1-2).

bislang nur „Best
Supportive Care“ zur
Symptomlinderung
und Verbesserung der
Lebensqualität

Table 1-2: Correlation between SMN2 copy number and SMA Type 1 to 3 [2]

Lebenserwartung von
SMA 1 Patient*innen:
12-24 Monate
bislang nur
unterstützende
Betreuung

The life expectancy of the most severely affected patients (infantile SMA, type
1) is 18-24 months. Patients with SMA are treated with "best supportive care"
(the best possible, patient-specific, optimised, supportive treatment to
alleviate symptoms and improve quality of life). This includes respiratory
care, nutrition and gastrointestinal support, musculoskeletal and orthopaedic
care (physiotherapy), and palliative care. Figure 1-1 shows the rough
correlation between age, motor skills and SMA type in the natural history of
the disease.

Figure 1-1: Progression by age and the SMA type [4]

Within the last years three disease-modifying (halting disease progression)
treatments have been approved:


Nusinersen (Spinraza®) by Biogen: EMA approval in May 2017 for
the treatment of


patients with 5q spinal muscular atrophy (SMA type 1 to
SMA type 4, without limitations).

 Onasemnogene

abeparvovec (Zolgensma®) by Novartis: EMA
approval in May 2020 for the treatment of





patients with 5q spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) with a biallelic mutation in the SMN1 gene and a clinical diagnosis
of SMA type 1, or



patients with 5q SMA with a bi-allelic mutation in the
SMN1 gene and up to 3 copies of the SMN2 gene.

“neue” Therapien
Spinraza®, Mai 2017,
SMA
(uneingeschränkt)
Zolgensma®, Mai 2020,
SMA1
Evrysdi®, Mai 2021,
SMA1-3

Risdiplam (Evrysdi®) by Roche: EMA approval in May 2021 for the
treatment of


patients with 5q spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) 2 months of
age and older, with a clinical diagnosis of SMA type 1, type 2
or type 3 or



patients with one to four SMN2 copies.

In May 2017, nusinersen (Spinraza®, Biogen) was approved by the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) for the treatment of chromosome 5q13(5q)associated SMA [5]. Nusinersen is an antisense oligonucleotide (ASO), which
increases the proportion of exon 7 inclusion in survival motor neuron 2
(SMN2) messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) transcripts by binding to an
intronic splice silencing site (ISS-N1) found in intron 7 of the SMN2 premessenger ribonucleic acid (pre-mRNA). By binding, the ASO displaces
splicing factors, which normally suppress splicing. Displacement of these
factors leads to retention of exon 7 in the SMN2 mRNA and hence when
SMN2 mRNA is produced, it can be translated into the functional full length
SMN protein [5].
The approval is based on two pivotal studies:


ENDEAR [6], RCT, n=121 patients with SMA infantile onset, 12
months follow-up with an extension study SHINE, open label, n=89
patients.



CHERISH [7], RCT, n=126 patients with SMA later onset, 15
months follow-up with an extension study SHINE, open label, n=20.



Two further studies were conducted for non-eligible (in the pivotal
studies) patients (EMBRACE [8]) and pre-symptomatic patients
(NURTURE [9]).

Mai 2017:
Zulassung von
Nusinersen
(Spinraza®)
Eindämmung der
Krankheitsprogression

Zulassungsstudien mit
Nachbeobachtungen
von 12-15 Monaten

Lumbalpunktion:
6 Behandlungszyklen
im 1. Behandlungsjahr
und 3 Zyklen in den
Folgejahren

Nusinersen (Spinraza®) is injected into the cerebrospinal fluid by lumbar
puncture at regular intervals. The drug is injected on day 0, 14, 28 and 63 and
every four months. Six cycles are assumed in the first year of treatment and
three cycles in subsequent years. In addition to lumbar puncture, peridural
anaesthesia or long-term analgesia (implanted drug pump for continuous
intrathecal application) may be necessary. Before administering nusinersen,
an appropriate amount of cerebrospinal fluid is taken in advance [5].

Mai 2020:
Zulassung von
Onasemnogene
abeparvovec
(Zolgensma®)
Einschleusen des
Gens SMN1
Zulassungsstudien mit
Nachbeobachtungen
von 14 Monaten

In May 2020, onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma®, Novartis) was
approved by the EMA for the treatment of patients with 5q SMA with a biallelic mutation in the SMN1 gene and a clinical diagnosis of SMA type 1 or
patients with 5q SMA with a bi-allelic mutation in the SMN1 gene and up to
3 copies of the SMN2 gene. Onasemnogene abeparvovec is a gene therapy
designed to introduce a functional copy of SMN1 in the transduced cells to
address the monogenic root cause of the disease. By providing an alternative
source of SMN protein expression in motor neurons, it is expected to promote
the survival and function of transduced motor neurons [10].

Gentherapie:
einmalige
Verabreichung

The approval is based on three pivotal studies


START (CL-101)[11, 12], Phase 1, n=12 patients SMA1, 14 months
follow-up.



STR1VE (CL-303)[13], Phase 3 open label, single arm, n=22 patients
with SMA 1 and 2 copies of SMN2, 14 months follow-up.



SPR1NT (CL-304), Phase 3 open label, single arm, n=29 presymptomatic SMA patients with 2 (n=14) or 3 (m=15) SMN2 copies,
completed (no publication yet).



Further clinical studies are STRONG (Phase 1, dose finding, 3 SMN2
copies) and SMART (Phase 3b, over a 12 FU, ongoing).

Onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma®) is a one-time single-dose
intravenous infusion. Patients receive a dose of nominal 1.1 x 1014 vg/kg. The
total volume is determined by patient body weight [10].

In May 2021, risdiplam (Evrysdi®, Roche) was approved by the EMA for the
treatment of 5q SMA in patients 2 months of age and older, with a clinical
diagnosis of SMA type 1, type 2 or type 3 or with one to four SMN2 copies.
Risdiplam is a SMN2 pre-mRNA splicing modifier designed to treat SMA
caused by mutations of the SMN1 gene in chromosome 5q that lead to SMN
protein deficiency. Risdiplam corrects the splicing of SMN2 to shift the
balance from exon 7 exclusion to exon 7 inclusion into the mRNA transcript,
leading to an increased production of functional and stable SMN protein.
Thus, risdiplam treats SMA by increasing and sustaining functional SMN
protein levels [14].

Mai 2021:

The approval is based on two pivotal studies:

Zulassungsstudien mit
Nachbeobachtungen
von 12 Monaten



FIREFISH (Part 1, dose-finding, n=21), Part 2, phase 2-3, open-label
study [15, 16], n=41 with symptomatic infantile onset SMA 1
patients, 12 months follow-up.



SUNFISH (Part 1, dose-finding), Part 2, RCT, n=180 SMA 2 und
SMA 3 patients, 12 months follow-up.



Further clinical studies are JEWELFISH (pre-treated with another
SMA-targeting therapy SMA patients, n=174, any age, SMA 1 to3,
ongoing), RAINBOWFISH (pre-symptomatic babies, n=25,
ongoing).

Zulassung von
Risdiplam (Evrysdi®)
SMN2-Modifikator
fördert Bildung von
funktionellem
SMN-Protein

The recommended once daily dose of Evrysdi® is determined by age and body
weight. Evrysdi® is taken orally once a day after a meal at approximately the
same time each day [10].

tägliche orale
Einnahme

Two further compounds are in the pipeline: Branaplam and Reldesdesemtiv.
Branaplam (LMI070 and NVS-SM1 in Phase 1/ 2) is an experimental drug,
developed by Novartis, aiming at increasing the amount of functional survival
of motor neuron protein. Reldesdesemtiv (CK-2127107, Phase 2), developed
by Cytokinetics in collaboration with Astellas, is a fast skeletal muscle
troponin activator (FSTA) also investigated in patients with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis.

weitere Therapien
in Erprobung
(Phase 1/2):
Branaplam und
Reldesdesemtiv

All clinical trials (pivotal and further studies, completed or ongoing) on
Spinraza®, Zolgensma® (and combination therapies), Evrysdi®, Branaplam
and Reldesdesemtiv are displayed in Table A 1.

Patient*innenCharakteristika:
Pts. in Spinraza-Studie
ENDEAR älter und mit
schlechterer Prognose
Studien wegen
Studienpopulation und
Ausschlusskriterien
schwer vergleichbar
SMA1-Patient*innenCharakteristika:
SMA1-Ergebnisse der
Zulassungsstudien:
Verbesserung bei
motorischen
Fähigkeiten, nicht aber
bei Bedarf nach
Beatmung und
Ernährung

Besides nusinersen (Spinraza®) now two more treatments are available for
patients with spinal muscular atrophy. Detailed information on patient
characteristics and in-/exclusion criteria in the pivotal trials, as well as results
can be found in Table A 2 to Table A 4 for Spinraza®, in Table A 5 to Table
A 7 for Zolgensma® and in Table A 8 to Table A 10 for Evrysdi®. Differences
in the patient characteristics of the study populations hamper a comparison:


while in ENDEAR (Spinraza®) SMA type 1 patients with the need
for invasive ventilatory support were included, those patients were
explicitly excluded in STR1VE (Zolgensma®) and FIREFISH
(Evrysdi®),



while in ENDEAR (Spinraza®) SMA type 1 patients with the need
for nutritional support via tracheostomy were included, those patients
were explicitly excluded in STR1VE (Zolgensma®) and FIREFISH
(Evrysdi®),



infants in STR1VE (Zolgensma®) had an initial higher CHOPINTEND (motor-skills score) than those in ENDEAR (Spinraza®)
and FIREFISH (Evrysdi®),



accordingly, children in ENDEAR were older and had a worse
prognosis than infants in STR1VE (Zolgensma®).

The results (see Table 1-3 and Table 1-4) from the pivotal trials with short
follow-up show clinically meaningful improvements in motor skills in SMA
type 1 patients, especially those with early treatment initiation, as well as a
stabilisation of health status for SMA types 2 to 4. While motor skills
improved in SMA type 1 patients, no changes or deterioration in the need for
invasive or non-invasive ventilation support and in the need for nutritional
support were observed.

Table 1-3: Summary of pivotal trials for SMA1 patients












*2pts had head control at baseline, ** ≥ 2 points HINE-2 increase in ability to kick OR ≥ 1 point increase in the
motor milestones of head control, rolling, sitting, crawling, standing or walking AND improvement in more
categories of motor milestones than worsening, *** Permanent ventilatory support defined as tracheostomy or
ventilatory support for at least 16 hours per day.

Table 1-4: Summary of pivotal trials for SMA 2-3 patients





Summarizing the results of HTA institutions (IQWiG/ GER and CADTH/
CA: nusinersen, onasemnogene abeparvovec and risdiplam; NICE/ UK:
nusinersen and SMC/ UK: onasemnogene abeparvovec) which conducted
assessments of the compounds, they come to the following conclusions:
IQWiG (Germany) [17-20]:

Ergebnisse von HTAs



On nusinersen (Spinraza®): an indication of a major added benefit
in comparison with best supportive care (BSC) in children with early
onset of disease (in the first six months of life). In contrast, an added
benefit in comparison with BSC in SMA later onset is not proven due
to lack of any relevant data for the assessment. For infants who are
not yet symptomatic but are expected to have early onset of disease
due to a certain genetic predisposition (no more than two SMN2 gene
copies), a hint of a non-quantifiable added benefit of nusinersen in
comparison with BSC can be derived from the study data.

IQWIG, DE:
Spinraza®
Zusatznutzen (ZN) für
SMA1 (early onset)
ZN-Anhaltspunkt für
prä-symptomatische
Pts.
kein ZN: SMA2+3



On onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma®): no added benefit
proven for any of the four types of SMA patients (pre-symptomatic,
SMA1, SMA2 and SMA3) due to lack of data.

Zolgensma®
kein ZN in
Ermangelung an Daten

On risdiplam (Evrysdi®): a hint of a non-quantifiable added benefit
in SMA1 children with early onset of disease and no added benefit
proven for any of the other three types of SMA patients (presymptomatic, SMA2 and SMA3).
CADTH (Canada) [21-23]:

Evrysdi®
ZN für SMA1
kein ZN: SMA2+3
CADTH, CA:

 Nusinersen (Spinraza®) is recommended with clinical criteria and/or

conditions (and reduction in prize) for:


Pre-symptomatic patients with 2-3 SMN2 copies or patients
have had disease duration of less than six months, two copies
of SMN2, and symptom onset after the first week after birth
and on or before seven months of age, or are 12 years of age
or younger with symptom onset after six months of age, and
never achieved the ability to walk independently; if patient
is not currently requiring permanent invasive ventilation.



Treatment should be discontinued if, prior to the fifth dose
or any subsequent dose of nusinersen: there is no
demonstrated achievement or maintenance of motor
milestone function (as assessed using age-appropriate scales:
Hammersmith Infant Neurological Examination/ HINE -2,
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of
Neuromuscular Disorders /CHOP INTEND, or HFMSE)
since treatment initiation in patients who were presymptomatic at the time of treatment initiation; or there is
no demonstrated maintenance of motor milestone function
(as assessed using age-appropriate scales: HINE -2, CHOP
INTEND, or HFMSE) since treatment initiation in patients
who were symptomatic at the time of treatment initiation; or
permanent invasive ventilation is required.

Spinraza®
prä-symptomatische
Pts. (2-3 SMN2 Kopien)
SMA1 < 7 Monate
SMA2 12 Jahre)
ohne Bedarf nach IV
Beatmung
Therapieabbruch bei
Non-Respondern
(HINE-1, HFMSE,
CHOP INTEND) und
nicht bei Bedarf von
invasiver Beatmung

Zolgensma®
SMA1 präsymptomatisch oder
symptomatisch (1-3
SMN2 Kopien)
≤ 6 Monate
nicht bei Bedarf von IV
oder NIV Beatmung

 Onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma®) is recommended with

Risdiplam (Evrysdi®)
symptomatische, nicht
ambulante Pts.
2-7 Monate
(2 SMN2 Kopien)
7 Monate -25 Jahre (23 SMN2 Kopien)
ohne Bedarf nach IV
Beatmung

 Risdiplam (Evrysdi®) is recommended with clinical criteria and/or

clinical criteria and/or conditions (and reduction in prize) for:
Patients who are symptomatic or pre-symptomatic with one to
three copies of the SMN2 , 180 days of age or younger OR not
currently requiring permanent feeding or ventilatory support
(either invasive or non-invasive).

conditions (and reduction in prize) for:

Therapieabbruch,
vgl oben



Patients, who are symptomatic and either aged between 2
months and 7 months, have a body weight greater than the
third percentile and genetic documentation of 2 copies of the
SMN2 gene OR aged 7 months and up to 25 years, who are
non-ambulatory and have genetic documentation of 2 or 3
copies of the SMN2 gene; if patient is not currently
requiring permanent invasive ventilation.



Treatment should be discontinued, if there is no
demonstrated achievement in, or maintenance of, motor
milestone function (as assessed using an age-appropriate
measurement) after treatment initiation in patients aged
between 2 months and 2 years at the time of treatment
initiation; OR if there is no demonstrated maintenance of
motor function (as assessed using an age-appropriate
measurement) after treatment initiation in patients who
were aged between 2 years and 25 years at the time of
treatment initiation; OR if permanent invasive ventilation is
required.



Risdiplam should not be used in combination with
nusinersen or onasemnogene abeparvovec.

Evrysdi® soll NICHT in
Kombination mit
Zolgensma® oder
Spinraza®
gegeben werden

NICE (England) [24] and SMC (Scotland) [25]
SMA
präsymptomatiosch,
SMA1-3
nur in MEA



nicht bei Bedarf nach
permanenter NIV oder
IV Beatmung, nur in
MEA



Nusinersen (Spinraza®) is recommended as treatment option for


pre-symptomatic SMA, or SMA type 1, 2 or 3, and



the conditions in the managed access agreement are
followed.

Onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma®) is recommended as
treatment option for:


5q SMA with a bi-allelic mutation in the SMN1 gene and a
clinical diagnosis of type 1 SMA in babies, only if:
they are 6 months or younger, or
they are aged 7 to 12 months, and their treatment is
agreed by the national multidisciplinary team.
It is only recommended for these groups if:

permanent ventilation for more than 16 hours per
day or a tracheostomy is not needed.
the company provides it according to
the commercial arrangement.
For babies aged 7 to 12 months, the national
multidisciplinary team should develop auditable criteria to
enable that onasemnogene abeparvovec is allocated to babies
in whom treatment brings at least a 70% chance of acquiring
the ability to sit independently.




presymptomatic 5q SMA with a bi-allelic mutation in the
SMN1 gene and up to 3 copies of the SMN2 gene in babies.
It is recommended only if the conditions in the managed
access agreement are followed.

Risdiplam (Evrysdi®) assessment is in progress.

The therapy costs range from 2 million euros (one-time) for Zolgensma® and
annual therapy costs of 85,000 euros (Evrysdi®) to 300,00 euros (Spinraza®)
- if monotherapy is used. Combination therapies (Zolgensma® plus
Spinraza® or Zolgensma® plus Evrysdi®) are correspondingly even more
cost-intensive.

hohe Kosten werden
mit F&E Ausgaben
gerechtfertigt

The costs for the medication are justified by the market authorization holders
with high R&D expenditures.

A recent report looked at public research funding of basic research for these
new SMA therapies [26]. The basic research was primarily conducted by
public research organisations and charities. Based on a document from the
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS), the stages
of the development of nusinersen could be traced in detail (see Figure 1-2). It
was possible to identify > 40 publicly, but also philanthropically funded
projects. In total, funding for SMA R&D amounting to 165 million euros (of
which 20 million euros was directly nusinersen product-related) was found.

hohe öffentliche F&E
der Grundlagenforschung für SMATherapien

Figure 1-2: Basic research and preclinical development of SMA-therapies [27]

Bericht 2020:
nur FU Daten zu
Spinraza® bei Pts. ≥ 6J
dieser Bericht 2021:
≥ 12 Monate FU zu
Spinraza® &
Zolgensma®
bei Pts. SMA1 bis 3

In 2020, the AIHTA published a report on the evidence of ≥ 12 months followup of Nusinersen/ Spinraza® in „late onset“ SMA-patients ≥ 6 years [28].
This present report aims at synthesizing the evidence


on ≥ 12 months follow-up:



of nusinersen/ Spinraza® and



of onasemnogene abeparvovec/ Zolgensma® as monotherapies or



as combination therapies.

It is NOT the intention to make a comparison of the three approved
treatments.
In a second step, all data from Austrian patients documented in SMArtCARE
will be collected and summarized in context of the available evidence
presented in this report.

Research questions (RQ):

2 Forschungsfragen



RQ1: Which endpoints are reported in published studies and which
instruments are used to measure these endpoints?



RQ2: What medium- and long-term outcomes (≥ 12 months) on
SMA therapies for SMA type 1, SMA type 2+3, and SMA type 4 are
reported in the included studies?

Endpunkte und deren
Messung
Ergebnisse zu
Endpunkten ≥ 12
Monaten

Table 2-1 provides a summary of the criteria for the inclusion of relevant studies.

Table 2-1: Inclusion criteria








The systematic literature search was conducted between 11th-14th . June 2021
in the following databases:


Medline via Ovid



Embase



The Cochrane Library



Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD: DARE, NHS-EED,
HTA)

systematische Suche
im Juni 2021



546 Zitate identifiziert
26 Zitate
eingeschlossen

International Network of Agencies for Health Technology
Assessment (INAHTA)

The systematic search was limited to articles published in English or German.
After the removal of duplicates, 546 citations were screened by title and abstract.
By hand-search, two additional publications could be identified. Finally, 26
citations were included.
The specific search strategy employed for each database can be found in the
Appendix.

Suche in
Studienregistern

Furthermore, to identify ongoing studies, a search in two clinical trials
registries (ClinicalTrials.gov; EU Clinical Trials) was conducted on the 12th
August 2021 that identified 30 potentially relevant trials on the three
approved compounds and combination therapies (Table A 1).

Literaturauswahl

Overall 546 hits were identified. Titles and abstracts were reviewed by two
researchers (JE, CW) independent of each other and potentially relevant
articles were retrieved and assessed for inclusion. In case of disagreement a
third researcher was involved to solve the differences. The selection process is
displayed in Figure 2-1. The final selection of full-text articles was based on
the a priori established inclusion criteria presented in Table 2-1.

Identification
Screening
Eligibility
Included


















Figure 2-1: Flow chart of study selection (PRISMA Flow Diagram)

Extraktion der Daten

Bewertung der
Studienqualität
IHE checklist

One reviewer systematically extracted relevant data from the included studies
into data extraction tables. A second reviewer cross-checked the data
extraction tables with the data source and validated them for accuracy.
The studies were systematically assessed for internal validity and risk of bias
(RoB) by two researchers (JE, CW) independently, using the Institute of
Health Economics (IHE) Risk of Bias checklist for case series [29]. Results
are presented in the Appendix Table A 11 to Table A 16.
Overall RoB was assessed using a predefined point score (range: 0 – 20; Table
2-2): a high score indicates a low RoB and a low score indicates a higher RoB.
Detailed thresholds are presented in Table 2-3.

Table 2-2: Overall risk of bias (RoB) point scores for RoB assessment of case
series

Table 2-3: Cut-off criteria for the risk of bias (RoB) assessment of overall RoB of
case series

qualitative Synthese

The questions were answered in plain text format. Results were summarised
in, Table 3-2, Table 3-5, and Table 3-8.
No quantitative analysis of outcomes was performed due to the heterogeneity
of the studies.

minimale klinischrelevante Unterschiede

Minimal clinically important differences (MCID) were considered when this
information was available for a certain outcome and applied values are
reported in the results.

For the assessment of medium- and long-term outcomes (≥ 12 months)
efficacy and safety of nusinersen, onasemnogene abeparvovec, or combination
therapies, 22 studies (in 26 publications) met our inclusion criteria and were
included in the present analysis. Nineteen studies (21 publications) assessed
nusinersen, one study (three publications) assessed onasemnogene
abeparvovec and two studies assessed combination therapy of nusinersen and
onasemnogene abeparvovec. The onasemnogene abeparvovec and
combination therapies studies enrolled exclusively patients with SMA type 1.
The nusinersen studies included patients of various SMA types: six studies
were on SMA type 1, one study on SMA type 1 and 2, four studies on SMA
type 1 to 3, five studies on SMA type 2 and 3, one study on SMA type 3 alone,
and two studies on SMA type 2 to 4.

22 Studien mit
Ergebnissen ≥ 12
Monaten
eingeschlossen:
19 zu Spinraza®,
1 zu Zolgensma®,
2 zur Kombinationstherapie

The number of patients enrolled in the included studies ranged from five to
123. The SMA type 1 nusinersen studies included in total 225 patients. The
two nusinersen publications on SMA type 1 and 2 included 123 patients of
which 34 were SMA type 1 and 89 SMA type 2 (presumably, participants of
one study were part of the other study, therefore considered together in the
analysis). The SMA type 1 to 3 nusinersen studies included 121 patients, of
which 30 were SMA type 1, and 92 SMA type 2 and 3. SMA type 2 and 3
nusinersen studies enrolled 264 patients (there was one double publication).
One study, which included only SMA type 3 patients, enrolled six of them.
The SMA type 2 to 4 nusinersen studies included 34 patients. The
onasemnogene abeparvovec study enrolled 12 patients. Combination
therapies studies enrolled 18 patients.

insgesamt 774
SMA Patient*innen zu
Spinraza®:
289 SMA1
485 SMA 2+3+4

Patient age: six studies enrolled only adult patients, three studies enrolled
only children, and thirteen studies enrolled mixed population in terms of age.
The follow-up period of the included studies ranged from 12 months to 5.2
years. However, only one study followed up patients until 5.2 years. The
majority of studies looked at a period of 12-24 months. Fourteen studies
reported losses to follow-up due to various reasons (e.g. death, no observed
benefit, did not tolerate lumbar puncture). One study did not report the losses
to follow-up. In seven studies all patients could be followed-up until the predefined study end.

12 Pts zu Zolgensma®
18 Pts zur
Kombinationstherapie

3 Studien nur zu
Kindern, 6 Studien zu
Erwachsenen, 13
gemischte PtPopulation
Nachbeobachtung:
12 Monate bis 5,2
Jahre, meist max 12-24
Monate

All of the included studies were of an observational, non-comparative design.
Four studies used a historical cohort as a control group. Sixteen studies had a
prospective study design (in two of them with double publications, a
retrospective analysis was also published on the same or partly the same study
populations), five studies were retrospective, and in one study, it was unclear
if the study was conducted prospectively. The studies were conducted in
various countries (USA, Australia, Germany, France, Poland, Belgium, Italy,
Slovenia, Czech Republic, Israel, Brazil, Singapur); mainly in a single centre,
however, eleven were multicentre studies.

22 ein-armige
Beobachtungsstudien,
4 mit historischen
Kontrollgruppen

Eleven publications reported on efficacy outcomes only, one study reported
on safety outcomes only. Fourteen publications reported on both types of
outcomes. The most commonly reported outcomes were CHOP INTEND,

Endpunkt-Messung
mit CHOP INTEND,
HINE-2, HFMSE

HINE-2, HFMSE, respiratory support, nutritional support and adverse events
(including serious adverse events).
7 Hersteller-finanzierte
Studien
21/26 Publikationen
von Autor*innen mit
Interessenskonflikten
durch Honorare von
Herstellerfirmen

In 21 publications, authors reported they had conflict of interest (honoraria
from Ionis Pharmaceuticals and Biogen; Avexis and Roche, Novartis, etc.); in
five publications, authors declared that they had no conflict of interest; and
in one publication, conflict of interest was not reported on. Seven studies were
manufacturer funded; six studies were funded by a research grant, a research
institute/foundation or a non-profit organisation. Five studies reported no
funding and four studies did not report if they received funding.

einige
Doppelpublikationen

Double publication on the same study cohort or part of the cohort occurred
in three instances: Gomez-Garcia et.al. reported on all French patients, while
Audic et.al. reported on a smaller French cohort. The NCT02122952 study
population was reported on in three publications (Lowes et.al. and two
publications by Al-Zaidy et.al.). A part of the CS2 study cohort
(NCT01703988, NCT02052791) was also reported on in two publications
(Darras et.al. and Montes et.al.).
Further details on study characteristics of the included studies can be found
in Table 3-1.

Verzerrungsrisiko:
moderat, weil einarmig, unverblindet,
CoI

Most studies had a moderate risk of bias (RoB) because they were single-arm,
and open-label (unblinded), often manufacturer-funded and written by
authors with conflicts of interests (consultants of the manufacturers). High
RoB was awarded for the studies, which were conducted retrospectively and
did not report on the funding, or the conflict of interest of study authors.
Detailed RoB assessment (on study level) is included in the Appendix (Table
A 11 to Table A 16).

Table 3-1: Included studies (≥ 12 month follow-up, SMA1- SMA4): study characteristics

nusinersen (Spinraza®)

‐

|

19.2
(8-27.2)

|

6MWT = 6 minute walk test, 10MWT = 10 minute walk test, AE = adverse event, AHI = Apnoea-Hypopnoea Index, CGI-C = Clinical Global Impressions scale - Global Improvement,
CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, CMAP = compound muscle action potential, CoI = conflict of interest, ECG =
electrocardiogram, FSS = fatigue severity scale, FVC =forced vital capacity, HFMSE =Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale Expanded for SMA, HINE = Hammersmith Infant
Neurological Examination, HRQoL = health-related quality of life, LSMUP = largest single motor unit potential, MFI = multidimensional fatigue inventory, MFM = motor function
measure, MRC = Medical Research Council, MUNE = motor unit number estimation, n.r. = not reported, PedsQL = pediatric quality of life, OS = overall survival, RULM = revised
upper limb module for SMA, SAE = serious adverse event, SF-36 = 36-Item Short Form Survey, SMAFRS = spinal muscular atrophy functional rating scale, WHO-MGRS = WHO
Multicentre Growth Reference Study.

Endpunkte und deren
standardisierte
Messung

CHOP INTEND:
motorische
Entwicklung bei
Kindern (bis 4J)
MID: ≥ 4 Pkte

HINE-2:
motorische
Entwicklung bei
Kindern (bis 2 J)
MID: ≥ 2 Pkte

HFSME:
motorische
Entwicklung bei
Kindern/
Jugendlichen/
Erwachsenen
MID: ≥ 3 Pkte
MFM
motorische
Entwicklung bei
Kindern/
Jugendlichen/
Erwachsenen
MID: n.r.

6MWT:
Leistungsfähigkeit
beim Gehen
MID: ≥ 30 Meter

The following instruments [54, 55] measure the treatment outcomes in SMA
patients:


SMA 1 patients: CHOP INTEND, HINE-2



SMA 2 and 3 patients: HFMSE, 6MWT, (R)ULM, MFM, MRC

The CHOP INTEND scale (Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test
of Neuromuscular Disorders) was developed to evaluate the motor skills of
children with SMA 1 from three months to over four years, although it is not
limited to this age range. CHOP INTEND is a 16-item scale. Most items can
be scored just by watching a baby or young child. Each item (e.g. spontaneous
arm movement, handgrip, head control etc.) is graded on a scale of 0 to 4
(0=no response; 4=complete response) with a total possible score of 64 [56].
The CHOP INTEND is a validated instrument; the clinical relevance
threshold (MCID) is 4 points.
The HINE-2 score (Hammersmith Infant Neurological Examination) is only
used in children up to the age of two years. It is a physiotherapy-based
assessment. Most items can be scored just by watching a baby or young child.
HINE measures eight aspects of motor ability, developmental tasks a baby is
expected to be able to do (voluntary grasp, head control, ability to kick whilst
lying on back, rolling, sitting, crawling, standing, and walking). Each item is
scored up to four points. The total score is 26 [57]. The HINE is a validated
instrument; the clinical relevance threshold (MCID) is 2 points.
The HFSME scale (Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale-Expanded): A
change (or stabilisation) in motor function in children (≥ 24 months),
adolescents and adults with SMA type 2 and 3 is measured with the HFSMSE
scale. The HFSMSE consists of a 33-item list of motor tasks (chair sitting,
standing supported, standing unsupported, etc.); each item is scored from 0
to 2 points). The total score is 66 [58]. The HFSMSE is a validated
instrument; the clinical relevance threshold (MCID) is 3 points.
MFM (Motor Function Measure) is a quantitative generic neuromuscular
functional scale, targeting motor abilities in individuals with a wide spectrum
of weakness distribution and severity. The MFM can be used for ambulatory
and non-ambulatory children and adults aged 6 - 62 years, and for all levels of
severity of the disease. The MFM in its classic form (MFM32) is suitable for
children older than 6 years and a modified version with 20 items (MFM20
version) has been validated for children under 6 years of age, however it is
most useful for children who can sit without support. Each item is scored from
0 (not able to initiate movement) to 3 (full performance of a task), and thus,
60 points are the maximum score on the MFM20 scale. [59, 60].
The 6MWT (6-minute walk test) is a diagnostic tool primarily used in
cardiology and pulmonology to determine a patient's performance. The
patient walks on ground level for six minutes with the aim of walking as far
as possible according to his/her own performance. For SMA type 2 and 3
patients, a clinically relevant change is considered to be an improvement of
≥ 30 metres in walking ability.

The (R)ULM (Revised Upper Limb Module) is a disease-specific assessment
tool designed to evaluate upper limb function in SMA patients. RULM is a
revised version of the shorter ULM questionnaire developed for the motor
assessment of non-ambulatory SMA children. The RULM measures upper
limb functionality over 20 items with different constructs than the HFMSE.
(R)ULM is seen as a complement to the HFMSE, especially for weak and nonambulatory patients. A clinically relevant change (MCID) is considered to be
an improvement of ≥ 2 points.

(R)ULM:
Funktionalität der
oberen Extremitäten

The MRC scale (Medical Research Council) is a scale to assess muscle
strength by manual muscle testing on a scale of 0 to 5 in relation to the
maximum expected for that muscle (grade 0=no movement observed, grade
5=muscle contracts normally against full resistance). In comparison to an
analogue scale the MRC scale is more reliable and accurate for clinical
assessment in weak muscles (grades 0-3) while an analogue scale is more
reliable and accurate for the assessment of stronger muscles (grades 4 and 5)
[61].

MRC:
Muskelstärke

Six prospective observational studies [8, 30-34] with 225 patients were
included for the assessment of efficacy and safety of Nusinersen in SMA type
1 patients. One study had a cross-over design [8], while five studies were
single-arm. In one study [33] all patients could be followed-up until the predefined last visit.

6 prospektive
Fallserien
mit insgesamt 225
SMA1 Patient*innen

MID: ≥2 Pkte

MID: n.r

Mortality, discontinuation
In five studies loss to follow-up occurred due to death or stopping of
treatment. In Lavie et.al. [31] two patients died due to sleep apnoea as a result
of massive aspiration, one stopped treatment after 14 months due to
respiratory exacerbations related to infections, as well as to aspirations, which
eventually led to anoxic brain injury. The three patients had different baseline
characteristics in terms of need for respiratory support (use of assisted
ventilation < 16 hours a day by one patient, > 16 hours a day by another
patient and ≥16 hours a day by the third patient). Aragon-Gawinska et.al.
[30] reported the death of two patients due to respiratory failure unrelated to
treatment, and one withdrawal due to of lack of motor gain and respiratory
degradation. Three patients were lost to follow-up without any particular
reason. Mendonca et.al. [32] reported the death of one patient due to
pulmonary infection and loss to follow-up of the majority of patients by the
end of the follow-up period (17 of 21 patients lost at 24 months). The reasons
for the losses to follow-up were not described in detail. At month 24, followup data was not available for any of the 14 patients who were on invasive
ventilation at baseline, at 18 month follow-up data was available only for six
of the 14 patients. In Acsadi et. al.[8] one patient died in the first part of the
study, before the open label cross-over study period could start. This patient
was in the sham study arm. All other patients from the sham arm continued
in part two and received nusinersen. Every patient from the nusinersen group
from part one continued the treatment in part two. In Pane et.al. [34] four
patients stopped treatment after 6 months, four patients died, one was lost
without any particular reason and 14 patients moved to other treatment

in allen 6 Studien
berichtet
9 Todesfälle unter
Therapie
6 Therapieabbrüche
35 lost to FU

centres. Those who discontinued treatment had reasons such as not having
met improvement expectations, burden of procedure or concomitant disease.

Motor endpoints
CHOP INTEND in
4 Studien gemessen,
in nur 3 Studien FU
berichtet:
100% (von 185 Pts)
erreichten
≥ 4 Pkte (MID)
Ø +5-8 Punkte bei FU

HINE-2 in 4 Studien
gemessen, in nur 3
Studien FU berichtet
67-100% ≥ 2 Pkte (MID)
Ø +1,5 - ≥ 2 Pkte bei FU

CHOP INTEND scores were measured at baseline in four studies [30, 32-34];
data at follow-up were reported in three of them [32-34], while one study
indicated only motor milestone achievements, without any exact scores on the
CHOP INTEND scale [8]. MCID of at least 4 points on the CHOP INTEND
scale was reached in all three studies. Motor skills improved from baseline
13.4±9.8 [32], 15.66±13.48 [34] and 19.11±14.28 [33] to +6.6/+14 (at 18
months: 7 patients/ at 24 months: 3 patients) [32], to 21.14±18.23 (+5.48)
[34] and to 26.50±18.04 (18-26 months, +7.39) [33]. In Mendonca et.al. [32],
at the 12 month follow-up, in patients with disease duration 12-24 month and
on invasive respiratory support, there was a decrease of 0.6 points. At 18 and
24-month follow-up, scores increased again, but data was available for less
patients. In this study motor milestone achievements showed no improvement
for over 70% of patients, less than 10% achieved sitting and 14% achieved
head control.
HINE-2 was reported in four studies [8, 30, 32, 34], however, in one study [30]
follow-up data was not reported and another study [32] reported no follow-up
values, only the proportion of patients reaching at least two points
improvement (MCID). Motor skills improved from baseline 7.6±5.4 [8],
0.69±1.23 [34], 0-4 [32] to 13±2/ 15±2 (+5.4 at 22 months: 14 patients /+7.4
at 34 months: 5 patients), and to 2.16±3.58 (+1.47 at 12 months) [34].
Patients reached the MCID threshold in two studies [8, 32]. In the study
without exact follow-up values, 1 of 5 patients (20% at 12 months), 1 of 7
(14% at 18 months) and 2 of 3 (67% at 24 months) reached the MCID [32]. In
the other study [8], 93% of patients were HINE-2 responders, however 100%
of the patients achieved the MCID threshold (the criteria to be classified as
HINE-2 responder were stricter).

Quality of life endpoints (respiratory support, nutritional support, caregiver
evaluation)
Respiratory support, both invasive (IV) and non-invasive (NIV), was reported
in five studies [8, 31-34], but follow-up data was available only in four of them
[31-34]. There was no significant change in the number of patients needing
NIV, in one study however, the patients not requiring NIV at baseline (20%)
all progressed to needing NIV <16 hours a day [31]. IV via tracheostomy was
initiated in some more patients compared to baseline by last follow-up visit
in two studies [33, 34].
Nutritional support was reported in five studies [30-34], in four with followup data with no significant change between baseline and follow-up values [3134].
Caregiver evaluations were collected and reported in three studies [8, 32, 34].
Any improvement was reported by caregivers´ and investigators´ evaluation
equally (100%), while much improvement was reported more often by
caregivers (64%) than by investigators (43%) [8]. In another study overall
stability was reported in 11/72 (15%) patients, general increase in function in
61/72 (85%), improvement in motor function in 53/61 (87%), and
combination of motor, respiratory and swallowing functions in 8/61 (13%)
[34]. In the third evaluation of improvements provided by caregivers a
reduction in recurrent infections and a decreased need for secretion aspiration
was reported for 60% of patients in need for invasive respiratory support [32].

in 5 Studien erhoben,
in nur 4 Studien FU
berichtet
invasive und nicht-IV
Unterstützung der
Atmung:
bei FU kein
Unterschied oder
Verschlechterung
Unterstützung bei der
Nahrungsaufnahme
bei FU kein
Unterschied
Evaluation der
Betreuer*innen:
gewisse
Verbesserungen

Safety endpoints
Adverse events were reported in four of the six studies [8, 31-33], most
frequently reported AEs were post-puncture headache, post-lumbar puncture
syndrome and respiratory tract infections (two studies reported AEs in 100%
of patients [8, 31]). Acsadi et. al [8] reported SAEs (64%), however not in
detail (which events counted as serious).

unerwünschte
Ereignisse:
sehr häufig

Five studies (in six publications) were identified for inclusion, of which one
study (two publications) enrolled SMA type 1 and 2 [35, 36], and four enrolled
SMA type 1 to 3 patients [37-40]. One study was of a retrospective design [35],
another one [36] was a prospective observational cohort study with a historical
control group, in which the treated SMA cohort was presumably part of the
retrospective study’s cohort. Four studies were prospective observational
single arm studies [37-40]. The five studies included 66 patients with SMA
type 1, 161 with SMA type 2 and 33 with SMA type 3.

5 Fallserien mit
insgesamt 260
Patient*innen
SMA 1: 66 Pts.
SMA 2: 161 Pts.
SMA 3: 33 Pts.

Mortality, discontinuation
in 4 Studien berichtet
8 Todesfälle unter
Therapie
3 Therapieabbrüche
nur 1 lost to FU
berichtet, aber viele FU
Daten nicht verfügbar

Four studies reported loss to follow-up due to death or other reasons [35, 3739]. In Audic et.al. [35] six patients died (all SMA type 1), five of them before
one year of treatment. Cause of death was reported only for the patient who
died after one year of treatment (at 14 months due to cardiomyopathy). In
Chachko et.al. [37] one SMA type 1 patient died because the parents opted for
palliative care but continued to receive nusinersen and one patient with SMA
type 3 had spinal surgery and was excluded from the analysis due to potential
negative effects. In Osredkar et.al. [39] one patient died suddenly, probably
due to cardiac arrest (the baseline characteristics of the patient were not
reported) and one patient discontinued treatment due to not well tolerated
nusinersen applications. One further study, Kariyawasam et.al. [38] reported
that two patients did not tolerate the functional assessment at follow-up;
therefore, data was not available for them. Veerapandiyan et.al. [40] did not
report losses to follow-up, however, data was not available for one third of
patients for one of the outcomes and 75% of patients for another outcome.

Motor endpoints
wenig einheitliche
Berichterstattung in
4 Studien

CHOP INTEND was measured in four studies [35, 37-39], of which one study
[35] measured it only for patients < 2 years of age, one study [37] measured
it mainly in SMA type 1 patients, and two studies [38, 39] reported only the
change from baseline without baseline data. Kariyawasam et.al. [38] used
both CHOP INTEND and HFSME scales to define the improvement, as well
as stability, but without further detailing how many patients were measured
on each of the scales. Osredkar et.al. [39] used CHOP INTEND, HFMS(E),
and MFM scores to define the improvement and decline in motor milestones.
In Audic et.al. and Chachko et.al. [35, 37], the improvement from baseline to
last follow-up exceeded the MCID.

CHOP INTEND
SMA 1: Ø +15-16.5
(2 Studien)
SMA 2: Ø +9
(1 Studie)

Motor skills improved (measured by CHOP INTEND) in SMA type 1 patients
from 35.1 to 50.3 (+15.2 at 12 months: 14 patients <2 years) [35] and from
27.5 to 44.0 (+16.5 at 12 months: 5 patients) [37]. In SMA type 2 patients,
motor skills improved from baseline 32.0 to 41.0 (+9 at 12 months: 1 patient)
[37].

1 Studie mit SMA 1-3:
33% MID
Verbesserungen,
67% stabil
1 Studie mit SMA 1-3
73% Verbesserung
26% keine
Verbesserung oder
Verschlechterung

In Kariyawasam et.al. [38] (SMA 1-3, age 4 months to 20 years) one third of
the patients reached a clinically meaningful improvement, two thirds
remained stable. The study did not detail the type of SMA, or the number of
SMN2 copies of the patients who reached improvement, nor those of
remaining stable. In Osredkar et.al. [39] there was a significant improvement
in motor scales after 14 months of treatment in SMA patients type 1 and 2,
while type 3 patients showed a trend towards improvement, but it was not
statistically significant. 73 % of patients showed improvement, 12% no
improvement and 14 % a decline [39].

HINE-2 scores were available in one study (two publications) two studies [35,
36]. In Audic et.al. [35] only for the patients < 2 years of age, for older than 2
years MFM scores were available. In Gomez-Garcia et.al. [36] HINE-2 and
MFM scores were reported for the whole cohort. Motor skills improved
(measured by HINE-2) in SMA type 1 patients from 7 (range 0-23) to 14.5
(range 7-25) (+7.5 at 12 months: 20 patients <2 years) [35] and in SMA type
1 and 2 from 8±5 to 9±5 (+1 at 14 months: 16 patients, >2 points in 7/16
patients) [35, 36]. The improvement in SMA type 1 patients reached the
MCID threshold [35], while in SMA type 1 and 2 patients’ HINE-2 scores
improved by one point and only 7 of 16 patients (44%) reached the MCID
threshold [36].

HINE-2 in 1 Studie
gemessen
SMA 1: Ø +7,5
SMA 1+2: Ø +1

MFM scores were reported in Audic et.al. and Gomez-Garcia et.al. [35, 36].
Audic reported the MFM scores only for patients older than two years (68
patients). Motor skills improved (measured by MFM) from 42 (range 4-87) to
47 (range 6-78) (+5 at 12-month follow-up: 68 patients) and from 34±17 to
43±17 (+9 at 14-month follow-up: 30 patients).

MFM in 2
Publikationen
+5 bis +9

HFSME scores were reported in one study [37]; in which patients with SMA
type 2 and 3 were evaluated with this scale, while SMA type 1 patients were
measured with CHOP INTEND. In this study, SMA type 2 patients did not
achieve the MCID of 3 points, however SMA type 3 patients achieved the
MCID. Motor skills improved (measured by HFSME) in SMA type 2 patients
from 32.0 to 34.0 (+2 at 12 months: 3 patients) and in SMA type 3 patients
from 45.0 to 49.0 (+4 at 12 months: 8 patients) [37].

HFSME nur in 1 Studie
SMA 2: Ø +2
SMA 3: Ø + 4

RULM scores were reported in two studies [37, 40]. Results showed a
clinically meaningful improvement only in one study in SMA type 2 patients
and no improvement in SMA type 3 patients [40] and also no clinically
meaningful improvement in the second study [37]. Upper limb functional
skills improved (measured by RULM) in one SMA type 1 patient from 9.0 to
10.0 (+1 at 12 months: 1 patient) [37], in SMA type 2 patients from 8.5 to 9.0
(+0.5 at 12 months: 9 patients) and from 11.0 to 16.3 (+5.3 at 17.4 months: 3
patients) [37, 40] and in SMA type 3 patients from 17.5 to 18.4 (+0.9 at 17.4
months: 5 patients) [40].

RULM in 2 Studien
berichtet
SMA 2: MID nur in
1 Studie

The 6MWT was used only in one study [40] in only one patient with reported
improvement but no exact baseline and follow-up data. The 30-foot walk test,
applied in the same study in two patients, did not show any improvements
from baseline.

6MWT und 30-foot WT
in 1 Studie
kein Unterschied in 30foot WT, Verbesserung
in 6MWT

in 4 Studien erhoben,
in nur 3 Studien FU
berichtet
IV und nicht-IV
Unterstützung der
Atmung (SMA 1+2): bei
FU kein Unterschied
oder Verschlechterung
2 Studien: Unterstützung bei der
Nahrungsaufnahme
bei FU n.s. Zunahme
Evaluation der
Betreuer*innen:
gewisse
Verbesserungen

Quality of life endpoints (respiratory support, nutritional support, caregiver
evaluation)
Respiratory support was reported in four publications (three studies) [35-37,
39], but follow-up data on NIV was not available in one of them [36]. In all
studies, non-significant deterioration could be observed in NIV and
stagnation in IV. The patients who started needing NIV during study period
were SMA type 1 and 2.
Nutritional support baseline and follow-up data were available in two studies
[35, 39] and showed non-significant increase in the number of patients
requiring support during the follow-up period (two and one more patients
requiring feeding support respectively).
Caregiver evaluations were collected and reported in two studies [35, 40]. In
Audic et al. [35] the caregivers reported much (46%) or very much (6%)
improved condition, no change (13%) or minimal improvement (35%), while
worsening was not reported by any of the caregivers. In Veerapandiyan et al.
[40] caregivers reported that 67 % of patients achieved improvements in
endurance, fine hand movements and hand strengths and louder and clearer
speech was reported in 42 % of patients.

Safety endpoints
unerwünschte
Ereignisse:
sehr häufig

AEs were related mainly to the lumbar puncture itself (comprised technical
difficulties due to lumbar puncture, headache, post lumbar puncture
syndrome, nausea and vomiting). AEs occurred in 20%-40% of patients [35,
39]. Two studies [36, 39] highlighted that no SAEs occurred.

8 Fallserien mit
insgesamt
341 Patient*innen
SMA 2: 93 Pts.
SMA 3: 245 Pts.
SMA 4: 3 Pts.

Five studies (six publications) were identified for inclusion with SMA type 2
and 3 patients, one study with only SMA type 3 patients, one study with SMA
type 3 and 4 and one study with SMA type 2 to 4 patients. The SMA type 2
and 3 cohort in Montes et.al. [42] is part of the cohort reported on by Darras
et.al. [41], hence the two studies are considered together. Five publications
were prospective observational single arm studies, four publications had a
retrospective study design (two of these retrospective studies included a
historical control group). The included studies assessed in total 93 patients
with SMA type 2, 245 with SMA type 3 and three patients with SMA type 4.

Mortality, discontinuation
Four studies reported loss to follow-up with reasons: one patient died of
respiratory failure; five patients discontinued treatment due to lack of
perceived benefit and poor tolerability of lumbar puncture and two patients
withdrew because of adverse drug reactions (two further patients stopped
treatment on patients’ wishes without any particular reason).

in 4 Studien berichtet
1 Todesfall unter
Therapie
9 Therapieabbrüche

Motor endpoints
CHOP INTEND was measured in one study [45] and only in those patients
who were unable to sit at the time of baseline measurement. The scores in
SMA type 2 and 3 patients improved but stayed below the clinically
meaningful threshold both at 12-month follow-up (from 32.27 to 34.64, +2.37)
and at 24-month follow-up to 35.69 (+3.41).

in 1 Studie gemessen
geringfügige
Verbesserung: +3,41

HFMSE scores were measured in eight studies, however in one of the studies
[46] baseline and follow-up values were not reported, only if there was change
or no change in the scores. This study reported on only three of ten patients
who received treatment, one of three patients improved (+12 points) and two
remained stable at 24-month FU. Another study [44] reported clinically
meaningful changes neither for SMA type 2 (at 14 months, +1.2), nor for the
SMA type 3 patients (+2.85). Darras et.al. [41] reported an increase of 8.5
points at 28-month FU in SMA type 2 patients (in ten patients), and +10.8
at 38 months (in four patients). The SMA type 3 patients improved only
marginally and below the threshold of clinically meaningful results
(improved by +1.8 points at 28 months in 14 patients, remained stable at 38
months, however data was available only in six patients) [41]. In Hagenacker
et.al. [43] 14-month follow-up showed also a clinically meaningful increase of
3.12 (2.06-4.19) points for the 61 patients who could be followed-up. The
number of patients per SMA subtypes was not reported. Mendonca et.al. [45]
reported changes below the clinically meaningful threshold, compared to the
baseline value of 25.4 in the overall group of patients (SMA type 2 and 3): an
increase of 1.47 at 12 months in 30 patients, and an increase of 1.6 at the 24month follow-up. Results for SMA type 2 and 3 patients evolved differently at
the 24-month follow-up: SMA type 2 patients improved by 4.5 points, which
is over the MCID threshold, while SMA type 3 patients’ scores declined by 1.0
point. Binz et.al. [48] also reported different directions in treatment effect at
14-month follow-up: the baseline value of 27.2 improved by 3.13 points in
eight patients, while in seven patients the values decreased by 1.43 point. An
improvement of 2.1 points was reported by De Wel et.al. [49] at 14-month
follow-up compared to baseline value of 27.3 (19.8) in 16 patients. Five of the
16 patients (31%) experienced clinically meaningful improvement (≥ 3
points). In Yeo et.al [47], the mean improvement in six patients from baseline
35 (range 21-53) was 2 points (range 1-5). An improvement of at least 2 points
was reached in three of six patients (50%) at 15-21 months, the other 50% of
patients remained stable (with an improvement of 1 to 2 points) at 14-month
follow-up.

HFMSE in 8 Studien
erhoben

Moshe-Lilie et.al. [46] reported MRC scores without baseline and FU values,
only the change in the proportion of the maximum possible total score from
baseline to FU. This increased by 2.5 and 3.9% at 12 and 24-month FU,
respectively. One other study, De Wel et.al. [49] also used MRC scores as a
measurement tool and reported a change of 2.5 points at 14-month FU.

MRC in 2 Studien

marginale
Unterschiede
Stabilisierung, statt
Verbesserung
sehr wenige Pts bei
langfristigen FUErhebungen
kleine
Verbesserungen,
aber auch
Verschlechterungen

1 Studie berichtet zu
Ansprechen in HFSME
und RULM:
SMA 2: 20%
SMA 3: 51%

RULM in 6 Studien
erhoben
Stabilisierung, statt
Verbesserung
sehr wenige Pts bei
langfristigen FUErhebungen

6 MWT in 5 Studien
erhoben
+ 7 bis 98 Meter

5 Studien berichten
zur Unterstützung der
Atmung;
18-50% Pts brauchen
Unterstützung bei
Atmung

Motor milestone achievements in general were reported in one study [44],
which defined HFMSE and RULM responders as having achieved at least a
3-point change and at least a 2-point change on the respective scale. HFMSE
responders in SMA 2 patients were one of five patients (20%), in the SMA 3
patients it was 24 of 46 patients (51%). Within the subgroups of sitters and
walkers in SMA 3 patients, this meant that 58% of the sitters and 48% of the
walkers responded to the therapy. Considering RULM responders in the same
subgroups, in the sitter group 52% of patients respond to therapy, in the
walker subgroup, however only 16%.
RULM was measured in six studies. Two studies reported results per SMA
type subgroups [41, 44]. Maggi et.al. [44] presented baseline data on 114
patients, however data was available only on 65 patients 14-month follow-up.
The follow-up results did not reach MCID in any of the presented subgroups
(SMA type 2: +1.6, SMA type 3 sitters and walkers: +1.47/+0.4 at 14 months).
Darras et.al. [41] reported an increase of 3 points at 28-month follow-up (ten
patients), and 4 points at 38 months (four patients), which are above the
MCID for RULM. Hagenacker et.al. [43] reported joint results on SMA 2 and
3 patients. An increase from baseline to the FU-period of 14 months did not
reach clinical significance (+1.09). De Wel et.al. [49] reported statistically
and clinically non-significant increase (+1.1) at the 14-month follow-up on
SMA type 3 and 4 patients jointly.
6 MWT was reported in five studies. Baseline values ranged from 249-371
meters. Montes et.al. and Darras et.al. [41, 42], reporting on the same cohort,
showed 98, respectively 92 meters change at 35 and 38-month follow-up,
which exceeded the clinically meaningful improvement of 30 meters. It must
be noted that Darras et.al. reported only on SMA type 3 patients, while for the
SMA type 2 patients it was stated that one of eleven patients gained the ability
to walk and improved 155 meters from baseline to FU. Data was not available
on seven patients from the SMA type 3 subgroup at last follow-up visit.
Hagenacker et.al. [43] measured the walking distance at 14 month after
treatment and from an already higher baseline value patients gained 46
meters walking ability. One study [48] did not report follow-up results, one
study [47] indicated that no statistically or clinically meaningful change
occurred and one study [49] showed a minor increase of seven meters in
walking ability.

Quality of life endpoints (respiratory support, nutritional support, caregiver
evaluation)
NIV was reported in five studies [44-46, 48, 49], however, follow-up data was
not available in any of the studies. IV baseline data was reported in one study
[46] but no follow-up data was available. Nutritional support baseline data
was available in one study [48] without any follow-up data. The respiratory
support baseline data showed that 18-54% of patients required some form of
ventilation support.

Caregiver or self-evaluation was recorded in four studies [42, 47-49], fatigues
was measured in there studies (in all three differently), activities of daily life
was measured by SMAFRS in one study and in another study the SF-36 scale
was used. On the SF-36 scale, no significant improvement but some
stabilization (no change in 6 of 8 sub scores) could be shown [49]. SMAFRS
showed a decline in four of six patients (66%) and stability or improvement
in two of six (33%) [47]. The same study showed heterogeneous results in
fatigue (measured by the PedsQL multidimensional fatigue scale). The two
other studies measuring fatigue both reported improvements: -3.8% at 35
month follow-up (where a positive value represent fatigue) [42] and from
baseline 4.31 to 3.87 at 14-month follow-up (measured on the fatigue severity
scale, where a score of seven is the maximum and a score over 4 means
abnormal fatigue) [48].

4 Studien berichten zu
Lebensqualität
zumeist Stabilisierung,
Verschlechterung,
aber auch kleine
Verbesserung (bei
wenigen)
heterogene
Ergebnisse auch bei
Müdigkeit

Safety endpoints
All but two studies reported on safety endpoints [41, 43-47, 49]. Two of the
studies highlighted that no serious adverse events occurred [39, 49]. In one of
the studies [46], one patient died shortly after treatment initiation due to
respiratory failure. Adverse events occurred in 40-100% of patients. The most
frequent adverse events were related to the lumbar puncture itself, e.g.
headache, lower back pain, post-lumbar puncture syndrome, nasopharyngitis,
upper respiratory tract infection, nausea and vomiting.

unerwünschte
Ereignisse:
sehr häufig
(40-100% der Pts)

Three publications were included [50-52]. All three published results of the
same study (NCT02122952), analysing 12 SMA type 1 patients with a followup of 24 months. One of the three studies [51] compared results of the
intervention group with a cohort of untreated SMA type 1 patients and a
group of healthy individuals.

1 Studie in 3
Publikationen:
12 SMA 1 Pts.
24 Monate FU

Mortality
None of the patients was lost to follow-up and all treated patients survived the
24-month follow-up period.

keine Todesfälle

Motor endpoints
Regarding change in the CHOP INTEND scores from baseline, all subgroups
(early dosing/ low motor group, early dosing/ high motor group, late dosing
group) reached the clinically meaningful improvement threshold with the
biggest change of +35 points in the early dosing/low motor group and the
lowest change of +16.3 points in the early dosing/high motor group. The
mean change of the whole treatment group was +28.3 points. All but one
patient achieved the milestone sit without support for at least 5 seconds, and
nine patients achieved sitting for at least 30 seconds. Those who achieved
standing without support (two patients) were the ones who could also walk
alone. Al-Zaidy et.al. 2019a [50] added a statement about longer than 24
month follow-up where it is claimed that eleven patients achieved sitting

CHOP INTEND
alle Subgruppen große
motorische Gewinne:
Ø +28,3
nach 24 Monaten:
11/12 können sitzen
≥ 5 Sek
9/12 können ≥ 30 Sek
2/12 stehen ohne
Unterstützung

without support for at least 30 seconds and two more patients achieved the
milestone standing with support.

Quality of life endpoints (respiratory support, nutritional support, caregiver
evaluation)
NIV Beatmung:
+3 Pts während
Hospitalierung,
0 nach 24 Monaten
keine IV Beatmung
Unterstützung bei
Ernährung: +1 in 24
Monaten

Two patients needed NIV at baseline (both from the late dosing group), which
increased to five over the course of the follow-up period during
hospitalizations. Upon discharge, the patients did not require support any
more. Invasive respiratory support was not needed at both baseline and end
of study. Nutritional support was needed in five patients at baseline, which
increased to six by the end of the study.

Safety endpoints
100% der Pts haben
Nebenwirkungen,
davon 10% SAE

In terms of safety, only one of the publications reported adverse events, which
occurred in all patients. Of 275 AEs 53 (19%) were serious, however, most of
these were not associated with the treatment itself.

2 Studien zu
Kombinationstherapien: 18 Pts.

Two studies were identified for the assessment of combination therapies [12,
53]. In these two studies eighteen patients were included, all had SMA type 1.
They had a follow-up of 19.2 months [53] to 5.2 years [12].

Mortality, discontinuation
keine Todesfälle
1 Studie:
Beginn mit Spinraza® +
Zolgensma®
1 Studie:
Beginn mit Zolgensma® +
Spinraza®

No death were reported.
In Harada et.al. [53] five patients were analysed, four of them started
treatment with nusinersen and switched to onasemnogene abeparvovec, while
one patient started treatment with onasemnogene abeparvovec and switched
to nusinersen. The four patients who started with nusinersen completed six
to seven courses of nusinersen injections before the switch due to the
continued need for respiratory and nutritional support, as well as lack of
substantial improvements in speech and bulbar function after the initiation
of nusinersen therapy. After six weeks of onasemnogene abeparvovec
administration, three of the four patients continued nusinersen again. One
patient did not continue nusinersen again because the patient achieved
desired motor milestones and CHOP INTEND scores. The patient who
started with onasemnogene abeparvovec switched to nusinersen after 2.5
months without any reasons reported for the switch. Mendell et.al. [12] was a

long-term follow-up study called START LTFU, in which patients from the
START study who received onasemnogene abeparvovec were eligible to enter.
Of the thirteen participants, seven received concomitant nusinersen
treatment; six patients remained on onasemnogene abeparvovec. The
primary objective of Mendell et.al [12] was to report on the long-term safety
of onasemnogene abeparvovec, and not to analyse combination therapies.
Thus, the results were not reported separately for the subgroup who received
nusinersen as concomitant therapy and for the subgroup who received only
onasemnogene abeparvovec.

Motor endpoints and quality of life endpoints (respiratory support,
nutritional support, caregiver evaluation)
Harada et.al. [53] reported CHOP INTEND and HINE-2 improvements. All
participants (5 patients) improved on the CHOP INTEND scale and reached
the MCID threshold ≥ 4 points. HINE-2 improvement data was available in
two of five patients, both of them reaching MCID. Regarding motor milestone
achievements, at last follow-up visit, 40% of patients were able to sit
independently and stand with support, another 40% were able to sit
independently, 20% could only control head and kick legs. The study,
however, did not report baseline motor functions.

1 Studie (5 Pts):
CHOP INTEND +
HINE-2
100% MID bei CHOP
INTEND
40% MID bei HINE-2
40% sitzen + stehen
(mit Unterstützung)

Although in Mendell et.al. [12] the primary endpoints were safety endpoints,
the study reported respiratory support and motor milestone achievements for
a subset of study participants. The therapeutic dose group achieved no change
in respiratory support by the end of the follow-up period and 80% (eight of
ten patients) of the patients in this group remained stable in motor
milestones. However, the remaining 20% achieved the ability to stand with
support. These patients did not receive nusinersen.

1 Studie (13 Pts)
keine Veränderung bei
Bedarf nach Beatmung
20% stehen (mit
Unterstützung)

Safety endpoints
Mendell et.al. [12] reported serious adverse events in eight patients (62 %),
none of which resulted in study discontinuation. Harada et.al. [53] reported
one serious (liver failure) and two milder (mild liver enzyme elevations)
adverse events. In both studies, all patients survived until last follow-up.

AE/ SAE sind häufig

Table 3-2: Included studies on efficacy and safety of nusinersen in SMA1

1

Since exact numbers are not reported in Acsadi et.al. 2021, the numbers are based on estimations from Figure 2, C in [8]

2

Change of 2 on the CGI-I scale defined as much improvement, 3 as any improvement, 4 as no worsening.

3

Own calculation: 86.9% (as opposed to 85.24% calculated by study authors).

6 MWT = 6-minute walk test, AE = adverse event, CFS = cerebrospinal fluid, CGI-I = Clinical Global Impression – Improvement scale, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, HINE-2 = Hammersmith Infant Neurological Examination Modul 2, IV = invasive ventilation, MIE = mechanical
insufflation-exsufflation, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n = number, n.r. = not reported, m = month, SAE = serious adverse event, SMA = spinal muscular atrophy

Table 3-3: Included studies on efficacy and safety of nusinersen in SMA 1+ 2

4

Nusinersen treated cohort (n=16) potentially part of the cohort of 123 pts in Audic et.al. [35]. Audic et.al. claims that all French pts were screened and the two centres participating
in the study by Gomez-Garcia et.al. were part of the French centres where those pts were screened.

AE = adverse event, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, HINE-2 = Hammersmith Infant Neurological
Examination Module 2, IV = invasive ventilation, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n = number, n.r. = not reported, m = month, MFM = motor function measurement, SAE = serious
adverse event, SMA = spinal muscular atrophy, y = year

Table 3-4: Included studies on efficacy and safety of nusinersen in SMA 1 - 3

5

Defined as non-ambulatory/ambulatory, without any further definition of the terms.

6

Defined as non-ambulatory/ambulatory, without any further definition of the terms.

7 ≥4-point increase or decrease on CHOP INTEND scale or ≥3-point increase or decrease on HFSME scale defined as improvement. Stability defined as change < 4 resp. < 3 points.

6 MWT = 6-minute walk test, AE = adverse event, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, HFSME =
Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale Expanded, LP = lumbar puncture, IV = invasive ventilation, n = number, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n.r. = not reported, m = month, RULM
= Revised Upper Limb Module, SAE = serious adverse event, SMA = spinal muscular atrophy

Table 3-5: Included studies on efficacy and safety of nusinersen in SMA 2+ 3

8

Formally not reported, but authors state that patients were evaluated with CHOP INTEND if they were unable to sit. That is at least 11 patients.

9

Defined as non-ambulatory/ambulatory, without any further definition of the terms.

10

In the 6 m analysis 124 pts were included, SMA type 1: 2, SMA type 2: 45, SMA type 3: 77, SMA type 4:0. SMN2 copy numbers of the 124 pts are 2: 7, 3:48, 4: 41, 5: 2, 6: 2 and
unknown: 24).

11 at least 3-point HFMSE change from baseline
12 at least 2-point RULM change from baseline

6 MWT = 6-minute walk test, AE = adverse event, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, HFSME =
Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale Expanded, LP = lumbar puncture, IV = invasive ventilation, n = number, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n.r. = not reported, m = month, MRC
= Medical Research Council, RULM = Revised Upper Limb Module, SAE = serious adverse event, SMA = spinal muscular atrophy

Table 3-6: Included studies on efficacy and safety of nusinersen in SMA 2-4

13

Defined as non-ambulatory/ambulatory, where ambulatory means being able to walk without support for at least 10 meters.

14

Defined as non-ambulatory/ambulatory, without any further definition of the terms.

15

Defined as functional non-ambulatory/ambulatory, where ambulatory means being able to walk with or without support for at least 10 meters.

6 MWT = 6-minute walk test, AE = adverse event, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, HFSME =
Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale Expanded, LP = lumbar puncture, IV = invasive ventilation, n = number, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n.r. = not reported, m = month, MRC

16 The percentages are own calculations (occurrence of each AE/total number of AEs). De Wel et. al. calculated the occurrence of each AE in relation to the total number of administered

Nusinersen injections.

= Medical Research Council, PedsQL = Pediatric Quality of Life, PEG = percutaneous gastrostomy tube, RULM = Revised Upper Limb Module, SAE = serious adverse event, SMA =
spinal muscular atrophy, SMAFRS = Spinal Muscular Atrophy Functional Rating Scale

Table 3-7: Included studies on efficacy and safety of onasemnogene abeparvovec in SMA1

AE = adverse event, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, LP = lumbar puncture, IV = invasive ventilation,
n = number, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n.r. = not reported, m = month, SAE = serious adverse event, SMA = spinal muscular atrophy

Table 3-8: Included studies on efficacy and safety of combination therapy of nusinersen and onasemnogene abeparvovec in SMA1

17

Own calculation.

AE = adverse event, CHOP INTEND = Children's Hospital of Philadelphia Infant Test of Neuromuscular Disorders, FU = follow-up, HINE-2 = Hammersmith Infant Neurological
Examination Module 2, IV = invasive ventilation, n = number, NIV = non-invasive ventilation, n.r. = not reported, m = month, SAE = serious adverse event, SMA = spinal muscular
atrophy

The available evidence is from small, open-label, single-arm studies. The lack
of randomisation, in particular, weakens the internal validity of the findings.
Furthermore, due to the observational descriptive study designs, no statistical
conclusions could be drawn. The lack of blinding of patients, investigators
and outcome assessors also weakens the certainty of the evidence, as they
might have certain expectations, which might lead to bias.
Missing data due to loss of follow-up or any other reason must be accounted
for to reduce the risk of bias, which normally favours the intervention, as
patients who do not do well on the intervention tend to withdraw from the
study. This could be observed in the majority of the studies in particular.
Furthermore, five of 19 studies (i.e. six of 21 publications) on nusinersen were
financed by Biogen, the one study on onasemnogene abeparvovec by Avexis;
the majority of authors of the 26 publications declared multiple conflicts of
interests with the manufacturer in question (Biogen & Ionis Pharmaceuticals
for nusinersen, AveXis & Roche for onasemnogene abeparvovec).

Evidenz aus kleinen,
einarmigen
unverblindeten
Studien
Verzerrungsrisiko
durch Erwartungshaltung, auch:
fehlende Daten von
vielen Pts
Hersteller-finanzierte
Studien und
Interessenskonflikte
der Autor*innen

Twenty-two studies reporting on ≥ 12 months follow-up data could be
identified. Those 22 studies (in 26 publications) reported clinical data on 840
SMA patients, of which 289 SMA type 1 patients and 521 SMA type 2 to 4
patients were treated with nusinersen, only 12 SMA type 1 patients with
onasemnogene abeparvovec and 18 SMA type 1 patients received a
combination therapy. Most studies measured the outcomes of SMA type 1
patients with HINE-2 and CHOP INTEND, while SMA type 2 to 4 patients
were measured with HFSME, RULM and 6MWT. For each of these
instruments a validated minimal important clinical difference (MCID) is
defined. Only a few studies used different instruments such as MFM or MRC
without MCID.

22 Studien in 26
Publikationen zu 774
SMA Patient*innen

To summarize the outcomes of 225 SMA type 1 patients (in the studies on
exclusively SMA type 1 patients) treated with nusinersen nine died (4 %)
despite therapy with nusinersen, six withdrew due to lack of improvement
(2.7 %) and 35 patients (16 %) were lost to follow-up (despite regular therapy).
For those children that could be followed-up many data were lacking.
Nevertheless, 100 % (of 185) patients reached ≥4 points (MCID) on CHOP
INTEND, while less patients (67-100 %) reached ≥2 points (MCID) on
HINE-2. Notable improvements were documented for some children (10-20
%: head control, sitting without support), but not all. No significant
improvements or even worsening were reported on the need for respiratory
(non-invasive ≥16 hours or invasive) or nutritional support. Some studies
conducted caregiver evaluations and showed that caregivers tended to overestimate the treatment effect in contrast to investigator evaluations (64 % vs.
43 % [8]), resp. 50 % perceived a much or very much improved condition of
their children [35] or 60 % less need for secretion aspiration [32].

SMA1 – Spinraza®:
fast alle Pts. sprechen
an, aber nur wenige
mit bedeutenden
Verbesserungen

Datenerhebung mit
validierten
Instrumenten

keine Veränderungen
beim Bedarf nach
Beatmung und
Unterstützung bei
Ernährung

SMA1 – Zolgensma®
und/ oder
Kombinationstherapie:
40-75% lernen sitzen,
20% stehen – in sehr
kleinen Studien
keine Veränderungen:
Beatmung &
Ernährung
SMA 2 bis 4 –
Spinraza®
Stabilisierung, nicht
Verbesserung
keine Veränderungen:
Beatmung &
Ernährung

At 24 months follow-up nine of the 12 SMA type 1 patients (75 %) treated
with onasemnogene abeparvovec achieved sitting for at least 30 seconds and
two patients (17 %) standing without support. All 18 patients (100 %) treated
with a combination of onasemnogene abeparvovec and nusinersen reached ≥4
points (MCID) on CHOP INTEND, but only 40 % reached ≥2 points
(MCID) on HINE-2, 40 % learned to sit without support and 20% could
control the head or stand. No significant improvements or even worsening
were reported on the need for respiratory (non-invasive ≥16 hours or
invasive) or nutritional support.
To summarize the outcomes of 341 patients with later onset of the disease
(SMA type 2 to 4) treated with nusinersen (in the studies which did not
include SMA type 1 patients), one died (0.3 %) despite therapy, and nine
withdrew due to lack of improvement (2.6 %). In contrast to improvements in
SMA type 1 patients, those with later onset of the disease achieve a
stabilisation or eventually small improvements (mostly below the MCID of
≥3 points on HFSME and MCID of ≥2 points on RULM), but also
deterioration. No significant improvements or even worsening were reported
for the need of respiratory (non-invasive ≥ 16 hours or invasive) or nutritional
support. Some studies conducted caregiver or self-evaluations, and showed
much or very much improvement (52% [35] and 67 % [40] in endurance and
strength.

unerwünschte
Ereignisse:
sehr häufig

Adverse events were common in all studies (nearly 100 % of patients) that
reported on it, be it with nusinersen or with onasemnogene abeparvovec. AEs
of nusinersen were headache, lower back pain, post-lumbar puncture
syndrome, nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infection, nausea and
vomiting. (S)AEs of onasemnogene abeparvovec were liver failure and liver
enzyme elevations.

große Heterogenität
der Studien behindert
Vergleichbarkeit

The data on the effectiveness and safety of the SMA-therapies have to be
treated with caution. Heterogeneity in the reported outcomes, lengths of
follow-up and the outcome measures across studies is a major issue, often
acknowledged by study authors themselves. This heterogeneity hampers
comparability of study outcomes. Not only the outcome measures, but also
the included populations were heterogeneous. Although SMA type 1 and SMA
type 2 to 4 patients have vastly different baseline characteristics as well as
different outlook of improvements in any type of outcome, they were often
combined in the studies and most often not separately reported on.

4 Studien machen
Vergleiche mit
historischer Kohorte:

Four studies [36, 45, 46, 51] compared their results with natural history
cohorts to examine what would be the natural progression of the disease.
However, two of these studies did not report follow-up data of the untreated
groups for any of the outcomes of our interest [36, 46]. One study [45] reported
follow-up data of HFMSE scores for the untreated group with some
deterioration and another study reported that 50% of the untreated SMA type
1 patients died during the follow-up period, while in the surviving patients
there was much deterioration in CHOP INTEND scores [51]. In the later
onset SMA patients (type 2 to 4) motor functions, fatigue and activities of
daily living showed either stabilisation or deterioration in contrast to the

SMA1 versterben
früher, SMA 2-4
verschlechtern sich
Reporting-Bias:
viele Daten fehlen

natural cohort [45]. In particular in these studies and in these patients,
respiratory and nutritional support was not well reported on, motor endpoints
were reported but with few patients at follow-up. Especially in the later onset
patients, any changes observed in a non-comparative study cannot be
attributed to the intervention with certainty due to lack of blinding and severe
bias due to selection bias, performance bias and reporting bias. The
interpretation of the results is severely hampered by the many missing data
of endpoints or of patients at follow-up. Additionally, publications on mixed
SMA populations, not reporting detailed data for SMA subtypes, are not very
informative.
In contrast to the improvement of motor functions and muscle strengths in
SMA type 1 patients, pulmonary outcomes such as the incidence of
respiratory failure and the need for ventilator support show less advantageous
results, since they stay unchanged over time or even deteriorate. Additional
bulbar dysfunction and nutritional support are important, since they reflect
the risk of aspiration and the overall ability of these children to thrive [62].

in SMA 1: Zugewinne
bei Muskelstärke, aber
nicht bei dem Bedarf
nach Beatmung oder
Unterstützung bei
Ernährung

The mid-term outcomes support the findings of the pivotal trials that the
responses to the therapies vary due to multiple factors - one of which is the
number of SMN2 copies, the other is the pulmonary and swallowing
functioning – that are important for medical decision-making. Early
treatment in pre-symptomatic children, with at least 2 or more intact SMN2
copies and no need for pulmonary support, seems to lead to the best outcomes.
SMN2 is considered the most important phenotypic modifier of the disease.
The impact of newborn screening for early identification could change the
trajectory of this severe disease. So far, nine screening programs have been
established [63], further countries will follow.

SMA 1 mittelfristige
Ergebnisse zeigen:
je früher, desto besser
SMN2 Kopien und
Bedarf von Beatmung

Nevertheless, clinical data on long-term outcomes are still not available. Some
questions remain unanswered, such as uncertainties around stabilisation or
further improvement over time, persistence of gained abilities, and additional
patient characteristics for clinical decision-making. The periodic assessment
over many years is of utmost necessity to answer these questions [62] to
ascertain that those lost to follow up have not died or deteriorated over time
and that only positive data of those patients that improved are published (and
generalized). Due to the cost-intensity of these therapies, many countries
reimburse them requiring patient data documentation.

keine LangzeitErgebnisse, viele
offene Fragen
Dauerhaftigkeit und
Plateau für
Verbesserungen

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review on SMA-therapies
focusing on mid-term (≥12 months) follow-up data and on more than
nusinersen. While Albrechtsen et.al. [64] and Wadman et.al. 2019 [65]
conclude that SMA type 1 patients show improvements in survival and motor
function, Albrechtsen et.al. [64] state that the benefits for SMA type 2 and 3
patients are less evident. On the contrary, Wadman et.al. 2020 [66] conclude
that nusinersen improves motor function in SMA type 2, based on moderate‐
certainty evidence. Unfortunately, we could not identify more than one
clinical trial on mid-term data for onasemnogene abeparvovec for our
systematic review.

3 weitere
systematische
Reviews zu
Nusinersen

Screening zur
Früherkennung

Table 4-1: Current clinical developments in SMA[67]

As displayed in Table 4-1, the current clinical developments indicate an
expected increase in the number of disease-modifying drug treatments [67].
New treatments [67, 68], such as branaplam and reldesemtiv, as well as
combination-therapies, not only of onasemnogene abeparvovec plus
nusinersen [12, 53], but also onasemnogene abeparvovec plus risdiplam [69],
will further enlarge the spectrum of treatment options for SMA patients.
Several studies are ongoing (see Table A 1).

There are several major limitations of the evidence:


Small patient numbers, single-arm, open-label trials and the quality
of the studies prone to numerous biases. Multicentre studies across
jurisdictions and health cate systems might give substantial
information on larger patient cohorts and the effectiveness in
subgroups of patients. This should not be too difficult to set up due
to the reimbursement requirements for data documentation and
disease registries.

Limitation der Evidenz:

kleine Studien,
unverblindet
Verzerrungspotential



Industry-funded studies and their reporting tend to focus on positive
results. Unfortunately, only few authors have no conflict of interest.
Independent studies and publications are needed.

Industrie-finanziert
oder von Autor*innen
mit CoI



Some patient characteristics are not unified e.g. ambulatory patients
or the ability to walk. Furthermore, some clinically relevant outcomes
were not included in some studies, only positive data were reported.

nicht alle Outcomes
vereinheitlicht

The major limitation of this systematic review is,


that –though a systematic search in several databases was conducted
and limited to the few years since the approval of the therapies and to
studies reporting ≥12 months follow-up – there is always a large time
lag until long-term outcome data becomes available due to
publication time of at least 6 months to 2 years. This limitation can
only be overcome by regular (annual) updates of the available clinical
data.

Limitation des
systematischen
Reviews:
große Zeitverzögeung
bei Publikationen,
regemäßige Updates
notwendig

No long-term data published by independent clinicians are available yet and
many open questions remain. Nevertheless, the existing clinical data show
that early treatment in (pre-) symptomatic children, with at least 2 or more
SMN2 copies and no need for pulmonary support seems to lead to the best
outcomes.






Newborn screening is recommended.
The evidence for later onset SMA types (SMA type 2 to 4) is less
convincing.
Since all three approved therapies are cost-intensive, it is
recommended that reimbursement is based on clinical data and
clear criteria for discontinuation in case of non-response. These
criteria should be communicated to the parents of SMA-children.
A regular (annual) update of published clinical data should be
conducted to answer the many remaining open questions and to
guide clinical decision-making.

keine Langzeit-Daten
aber Evidenz, dass
früher Therapiebeginn
zu besseren
Ergebnisse führt
NeugeborenenScreening,
Refundierung an
Datendokumentation
knüpfen mit AbbruchKriterien,
regelmäßige Updates
der klinischen Evidenz
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Table A 1: Clinical trials on Spinraza®, Zolgensma®, Evrysdi®, Branaplam and Reldesdesemtiv

Table A 2: Patient characteristics of pivotal trials: nusinersen (Spinraza®): ENDEAR [6] and CHERISH [7]

Table A 3: Inclusion and exclusion criteria in ENDEAR [6] and CHERISH [7]



Table A 4: Results of pivotal trials: nusinersen (Spinraza®): ENDEAR [6] and CHERISH [7]

Table A 5: Onasemnogene abeparvovec (Zolgensma®) - patient characteristics of pivotal trial: STR1VE [14]

*defined as requiring no daily ventilator support, excluding acute reversible illness and perioperative
ventilation, from 2 weeks before screening up until baseline visit

Table A 6: Inclusion and exclusion criteria in STR1VE [13] and SPR1NT
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Table A 7: Results of pivotal trials: onasemnogene abeparvovec
(Zolgensma®): STR1VE [13]

Table A 8: Risdiplam (Evrysdi®) - patient characteristics of pivotal trials:
FIREFISH [15], SUNFISH [14] (data are not published yet)

Table A 9: Inclusion and exclusion criteria in FIREFISH [15] and SUNFISH [14]





















Table A 10: Results of pivotal trial: risdiplam (Evrysdi®): FIREFISH [15], SUNFISH [14] (data are not published yet)

Table A 11: Risk of bias assessment of included studies on efficacy of nusinersen in SMA type 1 – study level
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Table A 13: Risk of bias assessment of included studies on efficacy of nusinersen in SMA type 2+3 – study level

Table A 14: Risk of bias assessment of included studies on efficacy of nusinersen in SMA type 3 and SMA type 2 to 4 – study level

Table A 15: Risk of bias assessment of included studies on efficacy of onasemnogene abeparvovec in SMA type 1 – study level

Table A 16: Risk of bias assessment of included studies on efficacy of combination therapy of nusinersen and onasemnogene abeparvovec in SMA type 1
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